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ABOUT THE COVER -

Our SIG has a long, strong tradition of providing a place for ILA and PLTE members to submit scholarly articles. We are an international group, and our Journal is juried; every submission receives three reviews by members of our Editorial Board. All work on The Reading Professor is voluntary.

We went back several years to see what some topics of interest were in 1999, 2004, and 2010. Articles included:

Fall, 1999: Photo Story Writing: Integrating All Language Modes in Teaching Literacy to Elementary ESL Students Authors: Ping Lui and Richard Parker

Spring, 2004: Honing Writing Skills of Preservice Teachers (A Two Year Study) Author: Karen Foster

Winter, 2010: Collaborating with Classroom Teachers to Improve Performance Assessments in Literacy Methods Courses Authors: Francesca Pomerantz and Michelle Pierce.

As we look forward, all of us at The Reading Professor wish you a joyous 2018 as we continue our history of literacy inquiry.
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